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Introduction
John Witte, Jr.
Abstract
A new war has developed for the salvation of souls in Russia, as local and foreign
religious groups battle in Russia over the right and power to proselytize. This is, in parti a
legal war just as it is a religious war, as the Russian government has developed favorite
denominations and oppressed others. After the Soviet Union crumbled, president Mikhail
Gorbachev broke the Marxist/Lennist atheism of Russian and allowed religious freedom
with legal backing. No state religion was implemented, and Russia entered a golden age
of religious liberty along with a massive religious awakening, both within and without its
borders. Foreign religious groups even began to make some headway in Orthodox
Russia. These new arrivals eventually created resentment due to their Western concepts
and their “hit and run evangelism.” The Russian Orthodox church requested these groups
lower their level of activity, but they were ignored and forced to turn to state law. They
proposed restrictions on foreign proselytism, which were only enacted on the local level.
However, the Russian government eventually passed the Freedom of Conscience
Law, a controversial law that places religious groups with certain classes. The Orthodox
Russian Church receives legal protection and benefits. Traditional foreign religions, like
Protestant Christian and mainline Jewish and Muslim sects, are given full protection under
the law, but fewer benefits. Other religious groups, those considered “dangerous” by the
Orthodox Russian Church, are given only a pro forma guarantee of freedom of worship
and liberty of conscience. Similarly, religious organizations are given a juridical
personality and affirmative rights, while religious group are given only minimal protections
and can be dissolved for a number of reasons that are vague and expansive.
This law is self-contradictory and violates basic human rights guarantees. Boris
Yeltsin vetoed the law, religious groups have protested the law, and foreign leaders have
admonished the law. Unfortunately, the Freedom of Conscience Law is not a temporary
problem on one based on misunderstanding. The law instead reflects ontological
differences between Russian Orthodoxy and Western theology. To the Russian Church,
Western theology is under the “shadow of the Enlightenment” and grants too much
freedom to its congregants while expressing too little faith. The main problems that exist
are twofold: 1. Theological differences over the concept of proselytism, and 2. Cultural
differences over concepts of church, state, and nation. A middle ground must be found
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between Russian Orthodox values and Western theological concepts so Russia can
regain the religious liberty the Freedom of Conscience Law has oppressed.
Keywords: Proselytism; Missionaries; Russia; Russian Orthodox Church Law;
Freedom of Conscience; Religious Liberty; Glasnost; Perestroika; Church-State Relations;
Byzantine Empire; Patiarch Bartholomew
It is our obligation to battle [for] people's souls by all legal means available, rather
than allowing them to perish. [We must] react to the continuing intensive proselytizing
activity by some Catholic circles and various Protestant groups ... [and] to the growing
activity of sects, including those of a totalitarian nature ... for it is largely our own brothers
and sisters who fall victim to these sects.
-- Patriarch Aleksii II, December 26, 1996

A new war for souls has broken out in Russia -- a war to reclaim the traditional
spiritual and moral soul of the Russian people, and a war to retain adherence and
adherents to the Russian Orthodox Church. In part, this is a theological war -- as the
Moscow Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church has sought to reestablish itself as
the spiritual leader of the Russian people, and as rival religious communities from Russia
and abroad have begun actively to defame and demonize each other. The ecumenical
spirit of the previous decades is giving way to sharp new forms of religious balkanization
and rivalry in Russia. In part, this is a legal war -- as local and national legislatures have
passed laws severely restricting the rights of many religious persons and peoples of
Russia. Beneath its shiny constitutional veneer of religious freedom and equality for all,
Russia is developing a new legal culture of overt religious favoritism for some and overt
religious repression of others.
A decade ago, Russia embraced religious liberty for all. President Mikhail
Gorbachev's revolutionary ideals of glasnost and perestroika broke the harsh
establishment of Marxist-Leninist atheism, and awakened the sundry traditional faiths of
Russia. The late 1980s saw the revival not only of Russian Orthodoxy, but also of an
array of traditional Adventist, Armenian Apostolic, Baptist, Buddhist, Georgian Orthodox,
Greek Catholic, Jewish, Lutheran, Roman Catholic, Shi'ite and Sunni Muslim, Ukrainian
Autocephalous Orthodox, and other groups.Many of these religious groups had been
driven underground by Communist purges and reprisals, and kept alive through countless
sacrifices and martyrdoms of four generations of the faithful.Gorbachev established an
ambitious campaign of restitution for those religious groups, particularly the Orthodox, that
had suffered massive losses of clergy, property, literature, and art since the 1917
Bolshevik Revolution.These groups, in turn, provided moral and material support to the
tender movements of glasnost and perestroika.Foreign religious groups -- particularly
Protestants and Catholics from Europe and North America -- began to receive visas to
enter Russia in order to reconvene with their co-religionists, to offer their charity, and to
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spread their faiths.Russian Jews, Christians, and Muslims, in turn, were granted visas to
travel to holy sites in Jerusalem, Rome, Mecca, and elsewhere.
These favorable policies toward religion were soon translated into strong legal
terms. On October 1, 1990, Gorbachev signed a comprehensive new law "On Freedom of
Conscience and On Religious Organizations" for the USSR.On October 25, 1990, The
Russian Soviet Federative Socialist Republic (RSFSR) passed its own law on "Freedom of
Worship," which repeated and strengthened many of the provisions of the USSR law, and
survived the breakup the USSR in December, 1991.Both the USSR and RSFSR laws set
forth sweeping guarantees of liberty of conscience and freedom of exercise for all citizens.
Both laws included strong prohibitions against religious discrimination, stigmatizing,
abuse, and coercion.The RSFSR law insisted that "freedom of worship is an inalienable
right of the citizens of the RSFSR, guaranteed by the Constitution and international
obligations of the RSRSR" and includes "the right to select and hold religious beliefs and
to freely change them."
The 1990 laws guaranteed the religious liberty not only of individuals but also of
properly registered groups. "All religions and denominations shall be equal before the
law," reads the USSR law. "The institution of any form of privileges or restrictions for one
religion or denomination in comparison to others shall be prohibited."Both 1990 laws
insisted that state and religious organizations be as separate as possible. Religious
groups were not to finance, staff, or interfere in state elections, secular public education,
or other political affairs. The state, in turn, was not to finance, tax, control, or interfere in
the worship, order, festivals, discipline, education, or charity of religious groups. The
RSFSR law included within the "inalienable right to freedom of worship" the right to
"establish and maintain international communication and direct contacts" with coreligionists outside Russia.It also included the "right to promotion of a faith," defined as the
right to "dissemination of one's beliefs in society directly or via the mass media, missionary
work, acts of compassion and charity, religious instruction and education...."
These statutory guarantees for religious liberty were confirmed by the Russian
Constitution of 1993. Article 14 of the Constitution provides: "1. The Russian Federation
shall be a secular state. No religion may be instituted as [a] state-sponsored or
mandatory religion. 2. Religious associations shall be separated from the state, and shall
be equal before the law." Article 19 states that "[a]ll people shall be equal before the law
and in the court of law" and further that "[t]he state shall guarantee the equality of rights
and liberties regardless of ... [a person's] attitude to religion [or] convictions...." Article 28
provides: "Everyone shall be guaranteed the right to freedom of conscience, to freedom of
religious worship, including the right to profess, individually or jointly with others, any
religion, or to profess no religion, to freely choose, possess and disseminate religious or
other beliefs, and to act in conformity with them." Russia had incorporated some of the
most advanced international human rights norms governing religious liberty, proselytism,
and change of religion.
These strong legal guarantees helped to usher in what Mikhail Gorbachev proudly
proclaimed to be "a golden age of religious liberty" in Russia.Various indigenous
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Orthodox, Catholic, and Protestant churches, seminaries, schools, and charities began to
be restored or rebuilt -- sometimes with the material support of local political leaders.
Muslim mosques, Buddhist temples, and Jewish synagogues, also began to be restored
together with a few of their schools, charities, and publishing houses.Particularly Russian
Orthodox religious literature, artwork, icons, candles, vestments, and other materials for
worship were imported en masse and, later, produced locally.A host of long dormant
Russian animist groups, goddess religions, personality cults, and occultist groups began
to revive, especially outside the main cities. Even more startling was the rapid growth of
several exotic and well-organized indigenous religions such as the Great White
Brotherhood, the Center of the Mother of God, and the Church of the Last Testament.
This religious awakening of Russia came not only from within, but also from
without. Already in the wake of the 1986 Chernobyl disaster, and the scourge of ominous
accidents, earthquakes, and droughts that followed, foreign religious groups had begun to
trickle into Russia to offer charitable relief and longer-term care.After passage of the 1990
laws, these foreign religious groups came to Russia in greater numbers. From the West,
these included various Evangelicals, Pentecostals, mainline Protestants, Roman
Catholics, Mormons, Moonies, Scientologists, and others.From the Middle East, they
included Shi'ite, Sunni, and Sufi Muslims, together with some Baha'is. From the East,
they included Presbyterians and Methodists from Korea; Hindus, Hare Krishnas,
Rastafarians, and Buddhists from the Indian sub-continent; members of the Aum
Association, Shri Chinmoy, the Rerikh Movement, and other groups from Japan. Many of
these groups preached their beliefs and activities on the streets and door-to-door as well
as through distribution of sermons, pamphlets, and texts. Other groups organized
crusades, tent meetings, billboard advertising, and mass media events, or rented out
stadiums, theaters, and community halls for religious festivals. Many of these groups also
began to establish schools, hospitals, charities, youth groups, old age homes, and other
social services.
The few reliable demographic studies available suggest that these foreign religious
groups have to date made rather modest gains against the Russian Orthodox Church and
other local Russian groups. Mark Elliott and Anita Dyneka show that in 1997, the
Protestant missionary force in the entire former Soviet Union of over 280 million persons
stood at a mere 5,606 persons divided among 561 groups. To be sure, as Alexsandr
Schipkov shows, Russian Protestant churches, indigenous and foreign, have more than
doubled in number -- from a total of 1002 registered groups in 1993 to 2,280 in 1996. But
indigenous Orthodox and Catholic Churches in Russia experienced nearly comparable
growth, and their absolute numbers dwarf those of Protestants -- from a total of 4,815
registered groups in 1993 to 7,666 in 1996.Indeed, in 1996, there were more registered
Muslim groups in Russia (2,494) than all Protestant groups combined (2,280).
The rate of growth of new religious groups in Russia in this same period was more
impressive, but their absolute numbers remained very small. The plight of the Unification
Church in Russia is a case in point. According to Sergei Filatov, the Unification Church
had already begun secretly to enter the Soviet Union in the early 1980s, using tourist and
business visas. It was among the first foreign groups to begin actively proselytizing in
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Russia in the mid-1980s. After Rev. Moon met with President Gorbachev in 1990, the
Unification Church sponsored an aggressive campaign of conferences, seminars,
textbook distribution, study trips, and the like aimed especially at political leaders and at
lower school and university students and their teachers. "Tens of thousands" of Russians
participated in these activities, and by 1994 more than 2,000 state schools used the
"moral textbooks" furnished gratis by the Unification Church. Despite this massive effort
and expense, the Unification Church in Russia at its peak in 1994 attracted only 5,000 full
members; by late 1997, the movement claimed fewer than 3,000 members, with numbers
projected only to decline. Indeed, the three largest "totalitarian cults" as they are called in
Russia -- the Moonies, the Hare Krishnas, and the Jehovah's Witnesses -- collectively had
248 registered groups in all Russia in 1996.
Storm Signals. Whatever their real numbers and growth rates, the noisy arrival of
these foreign religious groups eventually bred considerable resentment in Russia.
Russian Protestant and Catholic groups began to resent the linguistic deficiencies and the
fiscal leveraging of some of their Western and Korean co-religionists.Russian Catholics
and Protestants also resented the criticisms from afar of the doctrinal, liturgical, and
ecclesiological innovations that they had introduced during their decades of brutal isolation
-- a resentment doubly acute for Greek Catholics, who had suffered savage abuses in the
bitter political struggles between Constantinople and Rome for jurisdiction over them.
Russian Muslim leaders, as well as political officials, expressed increasing concern about
the politicization of some Muslim groups inspired by "the Ayatollah Khomeni's Iranian
messianism and Afghan mujaheddin agitation and propaganda." A number of clashes
also broke out between competing schools of jurisprudence within and among Shi'ite,
Sunni, and Sufi groups -- tensions sometimes exacerbated by the sharp ethnic, racial, and
linguistic diversity within the Russian Muslim population.
By far the greatest expressions of concern, however, came from the Moscow
Patriarchate of the Russian Orthodox Church. Already in 1991, Moscow Patriarch Aleksii
II, expressed dismay at the "massive influx" of foreign missionaries, both religious and
economic, that competed for souls in the new marketplace of religious ideas in Russia.
Initially, the Patriarchate's resentment was focussed on missionary mavericks. These
were culturally and linguistically inept missionaries, inclined toward "a wild West, free
spirit, lone ranger approach to ministry" that resulted in "hit and run evangelism, with its
neglect of disciplining for new believers and its inattention to respectful partnerships with
existing churches."At the same time, officials within the Moscow Patriarchate singled out
for special criticism the "totalitarian sects," charging that these groups used "illegitimate
material inducements" to win new converts and then turned their converts against "their
Russian families, faiths, and cultures."
By 1993, the Moscow Patriarchate's resentment was directed more generally at all
"well organized and well-financed" mission groups, particularly from the West.
Unwelcome "foreign proselytizing faiths" now included various Roman Catholics, mainline
Protestants, and Western evangelicals, alongside religious mavericks and totalitarian
cults.Members of the Patriarchate often came to regard these groups collectively, and
issued three charges against them. First, all these foreign proselytizing groups were
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forcing an impoverished and understaffed Russian Orthodox Church into an unfair
competition for souls -- not only lost souls on the Russian streets, but also saved souls
within the Russian churches.Second, many Western proselytizing groups seemed bent on
breaking the soul of the Russian people -- by inundating them with a toxic wave of
Western materialism, individualism, and pluralism for which Russia was not, and could not
be, prepared.Third, many of these foreign proselytizing groups were simply dangerous to
the Russian people and to social order -- by breaking up families, encouraging civil
disobedience, extorting property and money, administering drugs and mind controls,
committing battery, rape, and other offenses against recalcitrant members, and even
inducing homicide, suicide, and insurrection as acts of faith.
Such charges against foreign proselytizing groups can be seen in dozens of
statements issued by the Moscow Patriarchate in the period after 1993. In 1993,
Metropolitan Kirill complained of the "dishonorable" actions of "missionaries [who] are
making use of ... the spiritual vacuuum" of post-Soviet Russia." In his chapter in this
volume, he elaborates his criticism:
As soon as freedom for mission work was allowed, a crusade began against the
Russian church even as it began recovering from a prolonged disease, standing on its feet
with weakened muscles. Hordes of missionaries dashed in, believing the former Soviet
Union to be a vast missionary territory. They behaved as though no local churches
existed, no gospel was being proclaimed. They began preaching without even making an
effort to familiarize themselves with the Russian cultural heritage or to learn the Russian
language. In most cases the intention was not to preach Christ and the gospel but to tear
the faithful away from their traditional churches and recruit them into their own
communities. Perhaps these missionaries sincerely believed that they were dealing with
non-Christian or atheistic communist people, not suspecting that our culture was formed
by Christianity and that our Christianity survived through the blood of martyrs and
confessors, through the courage of bishops, theologians, and laypeople asserting their
faith.
Missionaries from abroad came with dollars, buying people with so-called
humanitarian aid and promises to send them abroad for study or rest. We expected that
our fellow Christians would support and help us in our own missionary service. In reality,
however, they have started fighting with our church.... All this has led to an almost
complete rupture of the ecumenical relations developed during the previous decades. An
overwhelming majority of the population refused to accept this activity, which offends
people's national and religious sentiments by ignoring their spiritual and cultural tradition.
Indeed, given the lack of religious education, people tend to make no distinctions between
the militant missionaries we are speaking about and ordinary people of their own faiths or
confessions. For many of Russia today, "non-Orthodox" means who have come to
destroy the spiritual unity of the people and the Orthodox faith -- spiritual colonizers who
by fair means or foul try to tear the people away from the church.
Patriarch Aleksii II complained of the corrosive values of liberalism that Western
missionaries had fostered within the Russian Orthodox Church itself:
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Orthodox consciousness is currently being eroded away by extreme liberalism,
capable of leading to tragic consequences for the Church -- to schism, division in the
church, the undermining of Orthodox beliefs and to ultimate destruction. We must stand
against this destructive process by our constancy in faith and belief in the traditions and
living Orthodox religious experience of Christian love and concern for each individual
believer and for Russia as a whole.
The Council of Bishops meeting in Moscow made an even more pointed charge
against foreign missionaries:
We express our concern in connection with the continuing proselytizing activity of
Protestant false missionaries in Russia [and] the growth of organized pseudo-Christian
and pseudo-religious sects, of neo-pagan communities, occultists and devil worshippers in
the CIS and the Baltic States. The Council is extremely troubled by the anti-Orthodox
campaign which is being waged by the followers of these pseudo-religious organizations
and their protectors. The members of the Council call on the entire church to confront this
false missionary activity and sectarianism through religious education and apologetics, by
educating both Orthodox parishioners and society as a whole. We acknowledge that the
right of each person to freedom of conscience and religion should be respected, but the
leaders of these totalitarian sects are in fact depriving their followers of these rights and
reacting to any criticism of their activity. Those who attempt to oppose them are subjected
to cruel persecution by the sect leaders and their highly-placed protectors, including
intimidation, psychological pressure, the gathering of incriminating information, slanders,
and repeated searches of their property.
These were not idle words. Officials of the Moscow Patriarchate several times
requested restraint, even a one generation moratorium, on foreign mission activities in
Russia.This would allow indigenous churches to recover from their Communist plight, and
enable them to compete fairly.Orthodox theologians, from Russia and abroad, pressed
this case with increasing urgency at various ecumenical conferences on mission.Orthodox
clergy that fell out of line with these official sentiments faced firm discipline -- defrocking
and excommunication in extreme cases.
When such diplomatic and ecumenical entreaties failed, the Moscow Patriarchate
turned to the law of the state for its protection. Already in 1993, the Moscow Patriarchate
joined with various nationalist groups to pressure the Russian Parliament to amend the
1990 RSFSR law.The proposed amendments gave special protections, subsidies, and
rights to "those religious organizations, the activity of which maintains and develops
historical traditions and customs, national and cultural originality, art and other cultural
heritage of the peoples of the Russian federation--that is, the traditional confessions of the
Russian Federation." The proposed law stated categorically that foreign religious groups
"have no right of religious-missionary activity in the Russian Federation." And it instituted
a series of cumbersome new registration and property regulations designed to deter and
obstruct foreign mission groups already in place. Under severe pressure from indigenous
and foreign religious and political groups, the Russian Parliament law did not pass this
proposed law in 1993, nor a variant on the same, proposed in 1995.
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While, initially, the Russian Parliament did little to assuage the problem of
proselytism in Russia, a number of local legislatures did. From 1993 to 1997, Lauren
Homer and Lawrence Uzzell write, "more than one third of Russia's 89 provincial
governments enacted or considered laws or executive orders shrinking the rights of
foreign religious organizations and religious minorities."These local laws, often passed
under strong orchestration by the Russian Orthodox clergy, imposed various registration
and accreditation requirements as a condition for any religious activity of the nonOrthodox, particularly those who were not Russian citizens. These local laws monitored,
restricted, and discriminated against the religious speech, literature, and associations of
non-Orthodox believers and groups. They placed limits on the access of non-Orthodox to
public forums and media, and restricted their ability to hold corporate property, build
religious structures, or to gain permits to build and maintain religious schools, charities,
and other ministries.A number of Lutheran, Catholic, Pentecostal, Jewish, and Adventist
groups have suffered miserably under these laws.
Not all local governments were so repressive, and not all local officials were so
cooperative in the repression. Dozens of provincial and municipal legislatures maintained
more open policies toward religious outsiders. Occasionally, strong local officials and
advocates also blocked efforts to impose anti-proselytism legislation. For example, in
early 1997, the governor of St. Petersburg twice vetoed harsh anti-proselytism laws issued
by the city council. Moreover, in a remarkable case, issued on March 5, 1997, the
Supreme Court of the Udmurt Republic, struck down a Udmurtian religious registration law
as unconstitutional -- the first such case in Russia of successful judicial review of these
anti-proselytism laws. The Udmurt law, which encumbered and fined the missionary
activities of several Russian Pentecostal groups, was found to violate a number of
religious liberty provisions of the 1993 Russian constitution and the Udmurt provincial
constitution, as well as Russia's obligations under prevailing international human rights
laws. These isolated local cases held the promise that a federalist system of government
might provide some protection for religious liberty -- regardless of what took place in
Moscow.
The 1997 Law on Freedom of Conscience and on Religious Associations
The promises of Russia's "golden age of religious liberty" ended on September 26,
1997, the day Russian President Boris Yeltsin signed a new law "On Freedom of
Conscience and on Religious Associations."This new law -- passed after four years of
open advocacy and four months of secret machinations by the Moscow Patriarchate and
various nationalist groups within Russia -- institutes a Soviet-style system of severe state
registration and restrictions on religion. The 1997 law supersedes the 1990 RSFSR law.
It preempts all provincial and municipal laws on religion to the contrary.New administrative
regulations, issued in the spring of 1998, have ensured the rapid execution of the 1997
law.These same regulations also exacerbate some of its harshest provisions -- for
example by imposing a new registration fee on all foreign religious organizations of "fifty
times the minimum monthly wage established by the laws of the Russian federation."
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The 1997 law effectively establishes three classes of religions in Russia: (1) the
Russian Orthodox Church and its members, which receive full legal protection and various
state benefits; (2) various "traditional" Christians, Muslims, Jews, and Buddhist groups and
persons, which receive full legal protection, but fewer state benefits; and (3) all other
religious groups and persons, which receive only a pro forma guarantee of freedom of
worship and liberty of conscience.
This tripartite classification of religious groups is adumbrated in the preamble to the
1997 law. The preamble "recogniz[es] the special contribution of Orthodoxy to the history
of Russia and to the establishment and development of Russia's spirituality and culture."
It further "respect[s] Christianity, Islam, Buddhism, Judaism, and other religions and
creeds which constitute an inseparable part of the historical heritage of Russia's peoples."
For the rest, the preamble provides only that it "consider[s] it important to promote the
achievement of mutual understanding, tolerance, and respect in questions of freedom of
conscience and freedom of creed."
This tripartite classification is elaborated in the 18 articles on religious associations
set out in the 1997 law -- and the 1998 regulations in amplification of the same. The 1997
law defines a religious association as a "voluntary association of citizens of the Russian
federation and other persons permanently and legally residing [therein] formed with the
goals of joint confession and possessing features corresponding to that goal: a creed, the
performance of worship services, religious rituals, and ceremonies; the teaching of religion
and religious upbringing of its followers."
Religious associations are differentiated into (1) religious organizations, which
receive a wide array of protections and benefits; and (2) religious groups, which receive
only minimal protections. Religious organizations, in turn, are divided into (a) favored
centralized groups (notably, the Russian Orthodox Church); and (b) less favored local
groups (mostly other "traditional" Russian religions).
Religious organizations receive "juridical personality" -- the basic right to exist as a
licit group, from which a number of other rights automatically follow. "Religious
organizations can own buildings, plots of land, objects for the purpose of production and
for social, charitable, educational, and other purposes, articles of religious significance,
financial means and other property which is essential for their activity including that
necessary for historical and cultural monuments." Religious organizations can acquire
property by purchase or donation and devote it to multiple uses -- worship, pilgrimage,
hospitals, cemeteries, children's homes, charities, cultural-educational institutions,
seminaries, and "business undertakings." Such properties are generally held free from
state taxation, and those properties devoted to worship are immune from "proceedings by
creditors."
Religious organizations are also assured of various affirmative rights. They have
the right to undertake charitable activities, including the administration of chaplaincy and
other religious services in state hospitals and "places of detention." "Religious
organizations have the right to produce, acquire, export, and distribute religious literature,
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printed, audio and video material and other articles of religious significance. Religious
organizations have the exclusive right to institute enterprises for producing liturgical
literature and articles for religious services." Religious organizations have the right to
establish and maintain contacts with co-religionists abroad, and have "the exclusive right
to invite foreign citizens for professional purposes, including preaching and religious
activity in the said organizations...."
Religious organizations are also entitled to certain direct benefits from the state.
They have "the right to use for their own needs plots of land, buildings and property
provided by state, municipal, social and other organizations ... free of charge." Moreover,
the state "is to provide financial, material, and other aid to religious organizations in the
restoration, maintenance, and protection of buildings and objects which are monuments of
history and culture, and also in providing instruction in general educational subjects in
educational institutions created by religious organizations...."
A religious organization's panoply of rights and benefits does not come
automatically. Only properly registered religious associations are classified as "religious
organizations" and entitled to these rights and benefits. It is here that the 1997 law works
its greatest injustice. And it is here that the law in effect establishes what Michael
Bourdeaux calls "another Council for Religious Affairs (the name of the hated body which
oversaw and controlled the persecution of the Churches, in the days of Communism)."
The law distinguishes between "locally" and "centralized" registered groups. Local
religious organizations must consist of "ten or more participants who are at least 18 years
of age and who are permanently residing in one locality or in one urban or rural
settlement." Centralized religious organizations must consist "in accordance with its
charter of no fewer than three local religious organizations." Once a religious organization
is deemed "centralized," as is the case with the hierarchical Russian Orthodox Church,
every new local unit created thereafter is automatically registered as a religious
organization. If a religious organization is only "localized," however, as in the case of
many Protestant, Mormon, Jewish, and other congregationally organized religious
communities, each new local unit must be registered separately.
Only "centralized religious organizations which have been active [in Russia] on a
legal basis for no fewer than 50 years" may use the term "Russian" in their title.In practice,
the Russian Orthodox Church is the only group that qualifies. Other traditional religions of
Russia, such as Muslims, Jews, and Buddhists, were "illegal" after 1917 and before 1905.
And while they were "legal" briefly between 1905-1917, they were not "centralized." The
Orthodox Church's right to use the term "Russian" is more than honorary. In practice, this
is the only religious organization that receives the promised governmental subsidies for
the "restoration, maintenance, and protection of buildings and objects which are
monuments of history and culture."
Centralized or local religious communities that "existed" in Russia "no less than 15
years" must register only once to be categorized as "religious organizations." Once
registered, the are thereafter automatically entitled to the full range of rights and benefits
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set forth above -- save the direct benefits reserved to the Russian Orthodox Church alone.
In reality, this "15 year" provision covers only a few "traditional" Russian groups -Muslims, Jews, and some Christians. As Lawrence Uzzell explains: "These provisions
discriminate in favor of those religious organizations that were legally registered under the
Soviet state fifteen years ago and against those that were founded more recently or that
existed only illegally or semi-legally during the Soviet years. Thus, for example, the
favored category included many Baptist congregations--those which were willing during
the pre-glasnost era to make the compromises needed to get official registration.... [But]
the [Roman] Catholics have only two parishes in all of the Russian Federation that were
legally registered or functioning fifteen years ago." The other 160 Roman Catholic
parishes in Russia, the diocesan administrations in Moscow and Novosibrisk, the Catholic
seminary in St. Petersburg, the dozens of Jesuit orders, publishing houses, charities, and
other groups affiliated with Rome have "now been reduced to second-class status."
This "second class status" is occupied by all religious communities in Russia that
do not meet either the "50 year" or the "15 year" year registration provisions. The 1997
law categorizes all these as "new" religions -- regardless of their real vintage. "New"
religions are required to register with local and/or centralized authorities -- annually. The
registration procedures are cumbersome, fraught with delay and discretion, and
expensive. Applicants for local religious organization status must submit an application
form; a list of all members' names, addresses, and dates of birth; their minutes and
religious charters (which must include detailed statements about their organization and its
finances, activities, purposes, and "other information relevant to the peculiarities of their
activities"). Applicants must also submit a fee of "fifty times the minimum monthly wage
established by the laws of the Russian federation." A "new" religious community once
properly registered is categorized as "a religious organization" with all attendant rights and
benefits -- but only for a year. After a year, the community must register anew.
Registration can be denied, or a registered group can be dissolved, on any number
of stated grounds. Some of the grounds set forth in the 1997 law are reasonable enough - "by decision of their founders"; because of the group's "creation of armed units"; or "in
the case of frequent and gross infringement of the norms of the Constitution ... or federal
law."But vaguer, and more expansive, grounds for denial of registration or dissolution of a
religious organizations have been smuggled into the new regulations implementing this
law. These include: "if the founder(s) of the religious organization is (are) incompetent"; if
"the organization being established is not recognized as a religious one"; and "on the
grounds of a judicial ruling in cases established by law."
Those religious communities that cannot -- or for religious or political reasons will
not -- register themselves are categorized as "religious groups." Religious groups "have
the right to carry out worship services, religious rituals, and ceremonies, and also the
teaching of religion and religious upbringing of their followers."But nothing more.
Religious groups are subject to a number of explicit restrictions and disabilities. Such
groups have no right of juridical personality, no right to hold collective property, and no
access to state material benefits to religion. Their clergy and members are denied
conscientious objection status to military participation. They cannot create or own
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schools, seminaries, or other educational institutions, nor have their faith taught in local
state schools. They may not have "a representative body of a foreign religious
organization" in place in Russia. They may not carry out religious rites or services, or
furnish chaplain services, in hospitals, health centers, children's homes, homes for the
aged or handicapped, or prisons. They may not produce, acquire, export, import, or
distribute religious literature, videos, and other articles of religious significance, nor
establish local institutions for the production of the same. They may not invite foreign
citizens into Russia to preach or carry on religious activities.
This entire law on religious association contradicts the guarantees of individual and
corporate religious liberty set forth elsewhere in the 1997 law. The preamble to the 1997
law, for example, confirms "the right of each to freedom of conscience and freedom of
creed, and also to equality before the law regardless of his attitude to religion and his
convictions." Article 2.3 states boldly that "Nothing in the law ... may be interpreted in
such a way as to diminish or limit the right of man and citizen to freedom of conscience
and freedom of creed." Article 4 provides familiar guarantees of freedom of all from
discrimination, abuse, coercion, or other deprivations on religious grounds. It further
guarantees to all persons "the right to confess, individually or jointly with others, any
religion or not to confess any, and the freedom to choose, change, possess or
disseminate religious or other convictions and to act in accordance with them." The 1997
law guarantees that "The Russian federation is a secular state. No religion may be
established as a state or compulsory religion. Religious associations are separate from
the state and are equal before the law." In amplification of this guarantee, the 1997 law
repeats a number of the provisions of the 1990 law on separation of church and state.
Even the most skillful casuistry cannot explain the blatant contradictions between these
guarantees of religious liberty for all and the discriminatory regulations on religious
associations.
The 1997 law is not only blatantly self-contradictory but also violates a number of
the most basic human rights guarantees. As Jeremy Gunn demonstrates, the 1997 law
must respect the human rights norms of the 1993 Russian Constitution, the 1966
International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights, and the 1950 European Charter of
Human Rights, all of which are formally binding on Russia. The 1997 law defies these
norms openly and without justification. It violates the rights of equality between citizens
and non-citizens, and the prohibitions against non-discrimination on grounds of religion. It
tramples on basic rights of freedom of thought, religion, and belief, freedom of expression,
and freedom of association.
The injustice of the 1997 law was not lost on Russia's political and religious leaders
when they were crafting it. Many religious groups and human rights advocates in Russia
formally protested earlier drafts of the bill -- the Baptist Union, the Pentecostal Union, the
Seventh Day Adventists, the Union of Councils for Soviet Jews, the Roman Catholic
Church, the Russian Orthodox Free Church, the Russian Orthodox Church Abroad, and
the Old Believers. Pope John Paul II sent a personal letter to President Yeltsin protesting
the bill. Several Western Europe heads of state and the Council of Europe registered their
stern objections with President Yeltsin, with members of his Cabinet, and with members of
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the Russian Parliament. Presidents Clinton and Carter did likewise, together with 160
Senators and Representatives in the U.S. Congress. Human rights organizations and
religious liberty experts from around the world issued a torrent of detailed and devastating
criticisms of draft bills, many of which came into the hands of members of the Russian
Parliament.
Indeed, the best summary critique of the 1997 law was provided by President Boris
Yeltsin himself in his veto of a July draft of the law -- all of whose most objectionable
provisions remained in the September draft which he signed. In a long veto letter of July
23, 1997, Yeltsin wrote that the law "contradicts the foundations of the constitutional
structure of the Russian federation and generally recognized principles and norms of
international law." The law "characterizes the Russian federation as a secular state, but ...
it introduces discriminatory rules of registration and reregistration of religious
organizations...." The law states its adherence to principles of religious freedom and
equality but many of its provisions "are deliberately aimed at the restrictions of the rights of
citizens of the Russian federation." "Still more seriously infringed are the rights of foreign
citizens and persons without citizenship [since] they do not have the right to profess and
disseminate belief corporately and they can meet their religious needs only on an
individual basis." Moreover, Yeltsin wrote, "[t]here is a serious unconstitutional provision
in the federal law in the absence of a principle of equality of religious associations before
the law." The requirement that "foreign religious organization may be [represented] only
under Russian organizations" improperly renders foreign groups "directly dependent on
the attitude of Russian religious organizations." It also renders Russian religious groups
effective "agencies of state authority" -- a violation of "the principle of the separation of
religious associations and the state." Yeltsin took particular umbrage that "local
administrative units" could make the decision "about the existence of a centralized
religious organization" -- thundering that "the President of the Russian Federation already
has expressed frequently" his disdain of such an "unconstitutional practice," "specifically
twice by refusing to sign such a law."
President Yeltsin also objected to the "constitutional inequality" of privileging the
Russian Orthodox Church "as an integral part of the all-Russian historical, spiritual, and
cultural heritage." It was likewise "impermissible" to render the status of other religious
groups dependent on an artificial fifteen year registration period. Yeltsin found it
unconstitutional and inequitable to allow the state "to give financial, material, and other aid
to religious organizations" for religious education. After citing several other
inconsistencies and unconstitutional provisions in the law, Yeltsin concluded his veto letter
thus:
In order to secure the full participation of the Russian federation in the integrative
processes not only in Europe but also in the whole world, in light of the multiconfessional
nature of the population of the Russian federation, the problem of securing the guarantees
of human and civil rights and freedoms in the area of freedom of religious profession, the
choice and dissemination of religious convictions, and the equality of religious
associations before the law has exceptionally great importance. In order to avoid
international isolation of the traditional Russian confessions and to prevent conflicts on
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religious bases within the country and to avoid charges against the Russian federation of
persecution for convictions, ... to bring the federal law ... into conformity with the
constitution of the Russian federation, with international legal norms, with other laws of the
Russian federation, and also to remove the internal contradictions of the law, I submit that
it is necessary to make substantial revisions.
No such substantial revisions were made. Every one of the offensive provisions in
the July draft law which Yeltsin vetoed, remained in place in the September draft which he
signed into law. As Yeltsin predicted, "traditional Russian confessions," particularly the
Russian Orthodox church, have experienced considerable "international isolation." Even
worse, Russia now faces massive "conflicts on religious bases" and many "charges
against the Russian federation of persecution for convictions."
Today, as Cole Durham and Lauren Homer demonstrate, the best hope seems to
lie not in the continuation of diplomatic bombast or imposition of economic sanctions by
foreign governments, but in the gentle cultivation of a more prudential jurisprudence. The
religious association laws on the books need not necessarily be applied in their fullest
vigor, once their purpose of granting Russian religions some temporary relief has been
achieved. Moreover, the Russian constitution, and provincial constitutions, provide ample
means for judicial review and renunciation of the more odious and otise parts of the 1997
law and parallel provincial laws. Given the failure of high-level political attach‚s to avert
passage of the 1997 law, academic, religious, and human rights groups must now take the
lead in identifying and cultivating local sources and resources to temper, and eventually
overturn, the 1997 law.

Ontological Differences
Russia has moved from glasnost to soul wars -- from the open embrace of religious
rights for everyone to tight restrictions on everyone's rights, save those of the Russian
Orthodox Church. Today in Russia, the Russian Orthodox Church is free and favored by
the state. Indigenous Russian Christians, Muslims, Jews, and Buddhists are largely free,
but on their own. Foreign religions, particularly from the West, are neither free nor
welcome. None of this religious line-drawing has been done in secret or in ignorance of
Russia's human rights obligations. Russian leaders have telegraphed their protectionist
intentions for the whole world to see, and have calculated their religious discrimination so
carefully that no religious person or group can be confused about where they stand.
There is more at stake in the current war for souls than temporary concerns over
unfair religious competition, unsafe religious practices, or unruly religious policies in the
provinces. If this were all that was at stake, surely a diplomatic solution could be crafted.
Surely, these warring parties could agree more easily to a ten, fifteen, or twenty year
moratorium on further foreign missions to Russia, for example -- with the interim period
used for intense interreligious dialogue and education, for policing of the more belligerent
and dangerous groups in Russia, for multi-lateral negotiations on future Russian visa and
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import controls that affect religious groups, for aggressive affirmative actions programs to
shore up beleaguered Russian religions, and the like.
But there are deeper sources of this war for souls in Russia. Orthodox Ecumenical
Patriarch Bartholomew of Constantinople hinted at these sources repeatedly during his
lecture tour in the United States in the fall of 1997. Responding to American church
overtures for greater cooperation with the Orthodox churches, and greater respect among
them for human rights values, the Patriarch replied: "The Orthodox Christian does not live
in a place of theoretical and conceptual conversations but rather in a place of an essential
and empirical lifestyle and reality as confirmed by grace in the heart.""The Orthodox
Church is not a museum church.... It is a living church which, although keeping the old
traditions from the very beginning, nevertheless understands very well the message of
every new era, and it knows how to adapt itself to the conditions of every period of human
history."The Orthodox church's adaptations in matters of theology, polity, and law over the
centuries have differed from those of Western Christianity. "The divergence between us
[on these points] continually increases," the Patriarch stated, "and the end point to which
our courses are taking us, foreseeably, are indeed different," But the heart of our
difference is "something deeper and more substantive. The manner in which we exist has
become ontologically different."
Western Christianity exists under "the shadow of the Enlightenment," the Patriarch
explained. Orthodox Christianity does not. The Enlightenment provides too little room for
faith and too much room for freedom. "Since the Enlightenment, the spiritual bedrock of
Western civilization has been eroded and undermined. Intelligent, well intentioned people
sincerely believed that the wonders of science could replace the miracles of faith. But
these great minds missed one vital truth -- that faith is not a garment to be slipped on and
off; it is a quality of the human spirit, from which it is inseparable.""There are a few things
America [and the rest of the West] can learn from the Orthodox Church," the Patriarch
declared. Foremost is the lesson "that, paradoxically, faith can endure without freedom,
but freedom cannot long abide without faith."A balance must be struck between freedom
and faith, as the transplanted Orthodox churches of the West have only recently come to
realize. "Orthodox Christians, who live in a country where full religious freedom reigns
and where adherents of various religions live side by side, ... constantly see various ways
of living and are in danger of being beguiled by certain of them, without examining if their
way is consonant with the Orthodox Faith. Already, many of the old and new Orthodox ...
are stressing different, existing deviations from correct Orthodox lives."
"Ontological differences" between the Orthodox and the non-Orthodox, between
the East and the West: These are deep, and often intractable, sources of the current war
for souls in Russia. The Russian people, the Russian Church, and the Russian State are
fundamentally different from their counterparts in the West -- in their traditions and
experiences, in their anthropology and psychology, in their world views and visions.
These fundamental differences have led to intense mutual misunderstanding between
East and West, and between Orthodox and Western Christians, in past few years. They
warn against any attempts to craft simple legal, political, or diplomatic solutions to the
current war for souls.
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Change of Religion, Mission, and Proselytism. These ontological differences
between Orthodoxy and Western Christianity are evident in competing understandings of
evangelism and proselytism. Natan Lerner puts the matter sagely: "What constitutes the
sacred duty of evangelization for one group is seen by another group as improper
proselytizing. Some groups would consider a given act a normal exercise of freedom of
expression and freedom of teaching or propagating a religion or belief; others would view
this same act as an illegitimate intrusion into their intimacy, their group identity, and a
violation of their freedom of conscience." This problem of perspective, which Lerner
parses carefully in human rights terms, must also be parsed in theological terms.
Russian Orthodox and Western Evangelicals, in particular, have fundamentally
different theologies of mission. Some of these missiological differences reflect more
general differences in theological emphasis. Russian Orthodox tend to emphasize the
altar over the pulpit, the liturgy over the homily, the mystery of faith over rational
disputation on faith, the priestly office of the clergy over the devotional tasks of the
laity.Western Evangelicals generally reverse these priorities -- and sometimes accuse the
Orthodox of idolatry, introversion, and invasion of the believer's personal relationship with
God. And, even without such accusations and prejudicial actions taken upon them, it is
these rational, homilectic, and plastic qualities of non-Orthodox faith that sometimes
attract converts to Protestantism, as well as to Catholicism, Adventism, and other faiths.
These differences in theological emphasis are exacerbated by conflicting
theologies of the nature and purpose of mission. Evangelicals assume that, in order to be
saved, every person must make a personal, conscious commitment to Christ -- to be born
again, to convert. Any person who has not been born again, or who once reborn now
leads a nominal Christian life, is a legitimate object of evangelism -- regardless of whether
the person has already been baptized. The principal means of reaching that person is
through proclamation of the Gospel, rational demonstration of its truth, and personal
exemplification of its efficacy. Any region of the world that has not been open to the
Gospel is a legitimate "mission field" -- regardless of whether the region might have
another Christian church in place. Under this definition of mission, Russia and its people
are prime targets for Evangelical witness.
The Russian Orthodox Church, too, believes that each person must come into a
personal relationship with Christ in order to be saved. But such a relationship come more
through birth than rebirth, and more through regular sacramental living than a one-time
conversion. A person who is born into the Church has by definition started "theosis," -the process of becoming "acceptable to God" and ultimately "coming into eternal
communion with Him." Through infant baptism, and later through the mass, the Eucharist,
the icons, and other services of the Church, a person slowly comes into fuller realization of
this divine communion. Proclamation of the Gospel is certainly a legitimate means of
aiding the process of theosis -- and is especially effective in reaching those not born into
the Russian Orthodox Church. But, for the Russia Orthodox, Joel Nichols writes, "mission
does not aim primarily at transmission of moral and intellectual convictions and truths, but
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at the ... incorporation of persons into the communion that exists in God and in the
Church."
This theology leads the Russian Orthodox Church to a quite different understanding
of the proper venue and object of evangelism. The territory of Russia is hardly an open
"mission field" which Evangelicals are free to harvest. To the contrary, much of the
territory and population of Russia is under the "spiritual protectorate" of the Russian
Orthodox Church. Any person who has been baptized into the Russian Orthodox Church
is no longer a legitimate object of evangelism -- regardless of whether that person leads
only a nominal Christian life. Indeed, according to some Orthodox, any person who is
born in territory of Russia can at first be evangelized by the Russian Orthodox Church;
only if he actively spurns the Orthodox Church is that party open to the evangelism of
others.
This is the theological source of the Patriarchate's repeated complaints about "the
proselytizing activity of many Protestant churches, missionary organizations, and
individual preachers ... on the historical territory of our Church." The Patriarchate is not
only complaining about improper methods of evangelism -- the bribery, blackmail,
coercion, and material inducements used by some groups; the garish carnivals, billboards,
and media blitzes used by others. The Patriarchate is also complaining about the
improper presence of missionaries -- those who have come not to aid the Orthodox
Church in its mission, but to compete with the Orthodox Church for its own souls on its
own territory. "The Patriarch has quoted, in this connection, the Epistle of St. Paul to the
Romans, where the Apostle said: 'It is my ambition to bring the gospel to places where the
very name of Christ has not been heard, for I do not want to build on another man's
foundation'. (Rom. 15:20).... the Moscow Patriarch welcomes friendly visits by Russian
Christians of other denominations from other countries, but opposes their proselytism of
Russian Christians."
Human rights norms alone will ultimately do little to resolve this fundamental
theological difference between Russia Orthodox and Western Christians. "In seeking to
limit the incursion of missionary activity we often are accused of violating the right to
freedom of conscience and the restriction of individual rights," Patriarch Aleksii explained.
"But freedom does not mean general license. The truth of Christ which sets us free (John
8:32) also places upon us a great responsibility, to respect and preserve the freedom of
others. However, the aggressive imposition by foreign missionaries of views and
principles which come from a religious and cultural environment which is strange to us, is
in fact a violation of both [our] religious and civil rights." The Russian Orthodox Church
must be as free in the exercise of its missiology as Western Evangelicals wish to be. Both
groups' rights, when fully exercised, will inevitably clash.
Harold Berman, James Billington, Michael Bourdeaux, Anita Deyneka, Kent Hill,
and Lawrence Uzzell thus all properly urge a theological resolution of the war for souls, as
much as a human rights resolution. Interreligious dialogue, education, and cooperation,
sound like tried and tired remedies, but these are essential first steps. Self-imposed
guidelines of prudential mission are essential steps as well: know and appreciate Russian
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history, culture, and language; avoid Westernization of the Gospel and First
Amendmentization of politics; deal honestly and respectfully with theological and liturgical
differences; respect and advocate the religious rights of all peoples; be Good Samaritans
before good preachers; proclaim the Gospel in word and deed. Such steps will slowly
bring current antagonists beyond caricatures into a greater mutual understanding, and a
greater unity in diversity. As James Billington demonstrates, Western Christians, in
particular, have much to learn from Orthodox worship -- the passion of the liturgy, the
pathos of the icons, the power of the silent inner spirit, the paths of pilgrimage of the soul
toward God and his angels. Western Christian Churches also have much to learn from
Orthodox church life -- the distinctive balancing between hierarchy and congregationalism
through autocephaly, between uniform worship and liturgical freedom through use of the
vernacular rites, between community and individuality through a trinitarian communalism,
centered on the parish and the home.
The ultimate theological guide to resolve the deeper conflict over mission and
conversion, however, must be a more careful balancing of the Great Commission and the
Golden Rule.Christ called his followers to mission: "Go therefore and make disciples of all
nations, baptizing them in the name of the Father and of the Son and of the Holy Ghost,
teaching them to observe all that I have commanded you."But Christ also called his
followers to restrain and respect: "Do unto others, as you would have done unto you." If
both sides in the current war for souls would strive to hold these principles in better
balance, their dogmatism might be tempered and their conflicts assuaged.
Church, State, and Nation. A related, and deeper, ontological difference is
reflected in the Russian Orthodox Church's attitude toward the state. The Russian
Orthodox Church has no concept akin to the Western dualistic constructions of church and
state -- no Augustinian division between the City of God and the City of Man, no medieval
Catholic doctrine of two powers or two swords, no Protestant understandings of two
kingdoms or two realms, no American understanding of a wall of separation between
church and state.In Russian Orthodoxy -- as in many parts of the Orthodox world rooted in
the ancient Byzantine Empire -- church and state are viewed as part of an organic
religious and political community, united by blood and by soil. Throughout Russian
history, there was always a "close connection between the Russian people, the narod, the
nation, on the one hand, and Russian Orthodox Christianity, on the other."At the same
time, there was always a "symbiosis of Church and State."President Boris Yeltsin captured
this belief in his 1998 Christmas Eve message:
For more than 1000 years the Russian Orthodox Church has fulfilled its sacred
mission, affirming spiritual and moral values on Russian soil.... The Church is an
inalienable part of the history of our country and our people. Its selfless activities have
deservedly earned [the state's] gratitude and respect.
This organic unity of church, state, and nation, gave the Russian Orthodox clergy a
unique spiritual and moral voice among the Russian people, and unique access to the
power and privileges of the Russian state. It allowed the Orthodox clergy to lead Russia
in times of great crisis, such as the Napoleanic Wars and World War I. It allowed the
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Orthodox clergy to teach Russia, through its schools and monasteries, its literature and
preaching. It also allowed the Orthodox clergy to nourish Russia through the power and
pathos of its liturgy, icons, prayers, and music.
But this organic unity also subjected the Russian Orthodox Church to substantial
state control over its polities and properties, and substantial restrictions on its religious
ministry and prophecy. Particularly during and after the reign of Tsar Peter the Great at
the turn of the eighteenth century, the Church was effectively reduced to an "arm of the
State, teaching obedience to the government, glorifying absolutism, and serving as
spiritual police" of the Russian people. The tripartite formula of "Orthodoxy, Autocracy,
and Nationality" was eagerly embraced by tsars and patriarches alike and "became a
central element of the Russian official ideology at least until 1905."
In return for their subservience, the Russian Orthodox clergy could turn to the State
to protect them against religious outsiders and competition. A poignant and prescient
illustration of this is offered by Joachim, the Patriarch of Moscow at the turn of the
eighteenth century. In a 1690 testament, for example, the Patriarch implored co-Tsars
Ivan and Peter "never to allow any Orthodox Christians in their realm to entertain any
close friendly relations with heretics and dissenters -- with Latins, Lutherans, Calvinists,
and Tatars." He further urged the tsars to pass a decree "that men of foreign creeds who
come here to this pious realm shall under no circumstances preach their religion,
disparage our faith in any conversations or introduce their alien customs derived from their
heresies for the temptation of Christians." "Such was the position of the Muscovite Church
at the close of the seventeenth century," Firuz Kazemzadeh concludes, "and such, in
essence, it has remained."
To be sure, Russia has, since the days of Peter and Joachim, occasionally
experimented with Western ideas of liberalism and religious liberty -- only to have the
state crush these experiments. In the later nineteenth century, for example, Russian elites
trained in the West or exposed to Enlightenment literature, began pressing for cultural,
political, and legal reforms of all kinds. One of the products of this liberal agitation was the
Russian Law on Tolerance, signed by the tsar immediately after the 1905 Revolution. The
1905 law gave new rights to Old Believers (who reject the authority of the Moscow
Patriarchate) as well as to Christian sects (from within and beyond Russia), to worship, to
hold property, to build churches and schools, and to train children in their faith. The 1905
Law also gave parties the right to leave the Russian Orthodox Church, even if they were
born and baptized in it. The Bolshevik Revolution of 1917 crushed this experiment. And
the Communist Party ultimately outlawed all churches, besides the Russian Orthodox
Church, and all religious expression, save Orthodox worship services. Again, in the heady
days of Gorbachev's democratic revolution of the late 1980s, the USSR and Russia in
1990 passed visionary statutes of religious freedom for all. The 1997 law crushes this
experiment, again in favor of the Russian Orthodox Church.
We can easily read current developments as the inevitable next act in this Russian
drama of church-state relations. For seven centuries, the Russian tsars ruled and
protected the Orthodox church -- sometimes benignly, occasionally belligerently; often
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restricting other religions, sometimes tolerating them. For the next seven decades, the
Communist Party ruled the Orthodox Church -- following the same pattern, albeit more
harshly. For the last seven years, a "constitutional government" has ruled the Orthodox
Church -- again following the same patterns, but now at an accelerated pace. The
Russian State has always indulged and occasionally protected the Orthodox Church, in
return for the Church's support and allegiance. The Russian state has always restricted
and occasionally crushed non-Orthodox faiths, in response to the Church's needs and
requests. In this light, the 1997 law comes as no surprise.
We can also treat current developments as the birth pangs of a new political and
legal order struggling to come forth in Russia. Great legal revolutions, Harold Berman
reminds us, always pass through phases of radicality and retrenchment before settling
down. The 1990 laws reflect the radical phase of this revolution; the 1997 laws reflect the
retrenchment phase. Both phases are part of a greater revolutionary soul-searching of
Russia for a new vision, indeed a new ontology.
It is often said that Russia did not experience the Enlightenment, and that this is
one reason for its fundamental differences from the West. But the reality is that Russia
and the West drew different lessons from the same Enlightenment, which visions Russia
is now struggling mightily to integrate. The 1917 Bolshevik Revolution had drawn one
lesson from the Enlightenment -- that of totalitarian fascism. The 1987 Gorbachevian
Revolution drew a second lesson from the same Enlightenment -- that of "totalitarian
democracy." Neither course has worked in Russia. Ultimately, Russia will settle
somewhere between these extremes, or it will direct its collective genius to the creation of
a wholly new understanding of church, state, and nation. A new religious liberty law will
follow in this course -- settling somewhere between the extremes of 1990 and 1997, or
cast into a wholly new ensemble.
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